
Elbit has been involved in all 
of Israel’s major offenses on 
Gaza, including the 2015 
assault that killed over 550 
Palestinian children. Elbit 
drones guide the Israeli 
snipers that have killed 
hundred of Palestinians 
protesting for their rights 
in Gaza, including medics 
and members of the 
press. Elbit’s surveillance 
systems are used on Israel's 

illegal apartheid wall that 
snakes through the West 
Bank. Which is why it’s so 
disturbing that Everysight’s 
Raptor cycling glasses use 
the same technology that 
Elbit supplies to fighter 
jets that bomb Gaza. Elbit 
Systems  is also responsible 
for repression on the U.S.-
Mexico border — they 
have several contracts with 
the U.S. Department of 

Homeland Security. In 2014 
and 2017, Elbit contracted 
with U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP) for 
sensors, cameras, radars 
and “Integrated Fixed 
Towers” to militarize Arizona 
and Texas borderlands. It’s 
clear that Elbit Systems is 
eager to cash in on almost 
anything, including Trump’s 
attempts to fortify the 
existing U.S.-Mexico border. 

TELL b8ta: 
Stop selling Everysight Raptor!
Everysight is owned by  
Elbit Systems, Israel's  
largest weapons company.  

STOP

TAKE ACTION:  
Boycott Elbit and the Everysight Raptor glasses. 

Israeli apartheid is not an adventure. 

Talk to the store manager    |    Email press@b8ta.com    |     Twitter @b8ta and @vibhu 
Write b8ta CEO Vibhu Norby, 121 2nd Street 6th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105

CODEPINK.ORG/STOPELBIT
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